
CHAPTER 7 - TRAINING FOR SERVICE

The purpose of training was to provide every member of the
RAAF with the necessary knowledge, skills and attitude they needed
to contribute effectively to its activities.1  During the Second World
War most Air Force personnel went to a number of training
establishments where they were taught the skills they needed to
perform their duties effectively.  The RAAF was a highly technical
organization so most training was technical, only those people who
were to become administrators or leaders were given more than a
passing introduction into the broader details of Air Force structure
and activities and how they were provided and controlled.

Soon after the war in Europe commenced the RAAF became,
in essence, a source of manpower and a large training establishment
for the Royal Air Force.  This rapid expansion placed a severe strain
on the Air Force which had previously been very small.  There were,
for example, only 27 flying instructors in the whole of Australia at
the beginning of the war and when the Empire Air Training Scheme
was fully developed there were about 1,000 flying instructors in the
RAAF.2

The Scheme trained men to be crew members on aeroplanes,
serving either as pilots, air observers (redesignated as air navigators
in mid 1942) wireless operator/airgunners or airgunners.  The RAAF
created streams of training which equipped men with the range of
skills they would need to do their jobs and every man went through
one of them.

The first stage was the Recruiting Center where people were
medically examined before admission into the Service.  The first
training stage was the Initial Training School which provided
elementary instruction in ground subjects and training in discipline. 

The mustering (category of work) that each man would go into was
decided after the first eight weeks of the 12 week course.3  The
standard of training at Initial Training Schools was generally judged
to be very high and the failure rate was about fifteen per cent.4

Initial Training Schools had three objectives.  They aimed to
produce men who were as physically fit as properly supervised
exercise, good food and comfortable quarters could make them. 
Second was the creation of a feeling of personal pride and smartness
produced by discipline.  Third was instruction in a number of
subjects which would be a sound foundation for later training and
also create a state of mental alertness in keeping with the trainees’
improved physical fitness.  The course took 528 hours of instruction,
large amounts of it were dedicated to mathematics, elementary
science, signals, drill and parades, physical training, organized
games, navigation and general studies about aviation.5

After graduation from the Initial Training School trainees went
into three different streams; pilots, air observers and wireless/air
gunners.  At the end of a total of 36 weeks training they graduated as
qualified aircrew as either pilots, air observers, wireless/air gunners
or air gunners.6

Those who were selected to become pilots went to Elementary
Flying Training School for eight weeks where they were given
elementary flying training and ground training.  They received a full
sequence of flying instruction including instrument flying and
elementary navigation.  They were also given training in
administration, signals, aeroplane airframes, engines and armaments,
theory of flight, airmanship and ground training in navigation.  By
the time a pilot had graduated from an Elementary Flying Training
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School they had flown about 50 hours, about half of it with their
instructor.7  From there pilots went to a Service Flying Training
School for 16 weeks which provided flying training on advanced
training aeroplanes.  The syllabus included training in instrument
flying, air navigation, night flying, armament, airmanship,
meteorology, engines, airframes and maintenance, theory for flight,
photography and signals.8

Air observers first spent 12 weeks at the Air Observers school
where they learned, among other things, navigation by dead
reckoning, morse code, map reading and meteorology.  They also did
some 60 or 70 hours flying when they practiced their navigation
skills.  They then spent eight weeks at the Bombing and Gunnery
School which provided air experience in navigation, bombing and
gunnery.  Finally they spent four weeks at the Air Navigation School
where they learned astro-navigation.9

Wireless Air Gunners spent 24 weeks at the Wireless Air
Gunners' School and then four weeks at the Bombing and Air
Gunnery School.  Depending on their specialization they
concentrated on air gunnery or on wireless operation.  Wireless Air
Gunners' gained practical experience with a single Vickers gas
operated gun on a swivel mount in the rear cockpit of an aeroplane,
firing at a drogue target towed behind another aeroplane or at a
number of squares on the firing range.10

By November 1942 there were five Initial Training Schools,
seven Elementary Flying Training Schools, five Service Flying
Training Schools, three Bombing and Gunnery Schools, three
Wireless Air Gunners' Schools, two Air Observers Schools and two
Air Navigation Schools.  With the exceptions of several schools in
Western Australia, all these establishments were under the control of
the Training Groups in the eastern states of Australia.11

Some of the establishments were quite large, in particular the
Bombing and Gunnery Schools which needed bombing and gunnery
ranges where trainees could be trained and practice.  As well as the
complex of bombing and gunnery ranges there were air-to-air firing
areas, extensive roads, bridges, communications and other
engineering services.  The first Bombing and Gunnery School was
situated at Evans Head because there were large areas of practically
valueless land and a number of hillocks ideally situated on which to
erect observation points to plot the fall of bombs from training
aeroplanes.12

No 2 Wireless and Air Gunners' School was set on 600 acres
of land at Parkes in central New South Wales.  There the trainees
heads were saturated with radio theory and practical experience. 
They also spent up to eight hours a day learning and practicing morse
code.  The skill of sending and receiving at four words a minute
which they had learned at the Initial Training School was raised to 18
or 20 words a minute, or as high as 25 for the brilliant few.  People
got 'morse madness' when, after a while, 'the tooting of cars and the
chirping of birds came to register as morse code'.13  Trainees got
some flying experience in the front cockpit of a Tiger Moth where a
transmitter and receiver were installed and pupils spent 40 minutes
at a time tuning, sending and keeping logs.14

Overall, the 'wastage' rate, those who failed to pass their
courses, was 31.5 per cent.15  Before the beginning of the Pacific War
almost all those who graduated went to Embarkation Depots where
they waited for their instructions to go overseas.  However, with the
expansion of the home defense forces of the RAAF in 1941, some of
those trained in this system were instead sent to operational units at
home rather than to Britain.  The Scheme, it seemed, was useful to
home defense because it helped build up a good number of training
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establishments and experience in them which was vital to the Air
Force's rapid expansion after December 1941.

Early in 1942 the Australian government decided to continue
Australian participation in the Empire Air Training Scheme but with
several provisos.  A major one was that as many trainees as
necessary would go from the Training Scheme schools into the home
defense force and there was an expansion of advanced training.  In
May 1942 Australia renewed its commitment to the Scheme and
agreed to continue sending large numbers of trained aircrews
overseas.  At the same time it decided to provide for its own home
defense requirements by increasing the pilot intake by 25 per cent
and increasing aircrew generally by 10 per cent.  To accomplish this
about 1,000 recruits would be taken into the training organization
every four weeks.16

All this training would not have been possible had it not been
for the large number of instructors who had also to be trained.  There
were many different kinds of instruction and training courses for
instructors but the most general was flying instruction.

Pilots were taught to be flying instructors at the Central Flying
School in a course that lasted six months.  Even though they already
had a great deal of flying experience they began with a refresher
course of 100 hours before they were ready to learn to be instructors. 
Their flying had to be exact, all manoeuvers had to be perfect and
near enough was not good enough.  The pocket sized Royal Air
Force Principles of Flying Instruction was issued to every person
who did the course, it was the 'patter book' and had to be known
word perfect.  It contained a condensed description of how to fly an
aeroplane and gave precise and concise descriptions of all
manoeuvers; instructions on how to land were given in 55 words. 
Flying instructors learned to recite the 'patter' while performing the

manoeuver so that all pilots trained in the Air Force received
identical training from the first flight through to their graduation.  On
top of the patter, instructors learned how to give individual help to
suit each trainee's needs.17

Flying training in aeroplanes was expensive and sometimes
hazardous so other methods were found to train pilots in aspects of
flying which did not require them to leave the ground.  Link Trainers,
small enclosed cockpits which were mounted so that they had limited
movement to give some sensation of flight, were used to give pilots
training in instrument flying procedures and became a common part
of all flying training.  They were not, however, very popular with
trainee pilots who did not regard them as being real flying.  Even so,
10 to 15 hours flying training in a Link Trainer simulated the
experience of what it would be like to fly when the pilot could not
see outside the cockpit, such as at night or in bad weather.  It gave
training in special techniques such as using electronic navigational
beacons and cross country flying using instruments for navigation.18 
There were courses of training for Link Trainer instructors where
they learned the procedures they were to teach and the techniques of
how to teach and assess trainees.  They were to pay great attention to
how trainees used the controls, the sequence of reading instruments,
reactions when recovering from difficult positions, smoothness of
controls and general control throughout the exercises they practiced
in the Trainer.19  By 1944 there were 119 Link Trainers in use in the
RAAF and it needed more.  They cost about £2,650 each but that was
a bargain because they could be used all day around the clock,
needed little maintenance and were not in danger of being destroyed
in a flying accident as all aeroplanes were.20

In the last months of 1941 the RAAF introduced radical
changes to its previous way of training personnel for service in
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squadrons.  Previously it had sent newly graduated aircrew members
direct from schools to operational units where they were trained to
an operational level of competence.  This method was unsatisfactory
for a number of reasons.  It impaired the efficiency of squadrons,
because not all squadrons were able to cater for all aspects of
operational training, there were different standards in different
squadrons and the time taken to train personnel in squadrons was
unduly long.21  In 1941, when newly trained RAAF pilots were sent
direct to squadrons stationed in Malaya, they needed more than four
months training before they were ready for operational flying.22

The RAAF knew that Operational Training Units (OTUs) at
which aircrew were given final training on operational aeroplanes
had been formed by the Royal Air Force.  It decided to use the same
idea in Australia to train aircrews for duty in the home defense units. 
The first, No 1 OTU, was established in early 1942 to train general
reconnaissance pilots, wireless air gunners and observers.23  The first
aircrews from No 1 OTU were ready for posting to squadrons in the
middle of March 1942.24  A number of other OTUs were later
established, each for a different class of air operation such as general
reconnaissance, flying boats, interceptor fighter and so on.  The
syllabi used at OTUs was similar to those used in the RAF.

Another innovation which was introduced with the creation of
OTUs was the formation of individuals into complete aircrews before
they reached squadrons.  Under the old arrangement everyone had
been sent to squadrons separately and it had been the responsibility
of the squadrons to make aircrews out of the personnel supplied to
them.  This had not always worked very well because the numbers
of personnel available meant it was seldom possible to send men in
the right proportions to form the crews required and this caused a
serious problem with lack of continuity in crew training.  Often it

had been necessary to create crews for training exercises or
operations regardless of the fact that they had not flown together as
a complete operational crew before.  All this had meant that the
proficiency of operational crews commencing in squadrons had not
been very high.25

Under the new arrangement aircrews were formed at the OTUs
during the first phase of training and all crews flew and trained
together throughout the remainder of the course.  Complete crews
sent to squadrons were, by then, used to each others abilities and
ways of doing things and ready for operations.  The process was,
however quite haphazard and left to the trainees rather than being
organized in any official way.  Pilots, navigators and other aircrew
were thrown in together and left to reach mutual agreement on the
teams that were formed and, on occasions, there were difficulties in
forming up teams.26

The formation of OTUs took aeroplanes from squadrons but
these training units freed squadrons from having to train personnel
so there was an overall benefit.  Even so, despite their benefits OTUs
were expensive to set up and run.  The OTUs which trained fighter
pilots required 49 Kittyhawks, 26 Wirraways and six target towing
aeroplanes as well as 100 officers and 1,320 other ranks.27

By the end of 1942 there were four OTUs; No 1 OTU for
general reconnaissance training, No 2 OTU for interceptor fighters,
No 4 OTU for dive bombers and No 5 OTU for Beaufighters.28 
Other OTUs were added as new aeroplanes entered service or it
became practicable to establish training facilities.

At the end of the war there were six OTUs.  No 1 OTU was
based at East Sale and carried out general reconnaissance and light
bomber training and Beaufort conversion of attack crews.  No 2 OTU
at Mildura carried out interceptor/fighter training.  No 3 OTU at
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Rathmines did training of long range flying boat general
reconnaissance and Air-Sea rescue crews.  No 5 OTU at
Williamtown trained aircrew for attack and long range fighter
squadrons and photographic reconnaissance units.  No 7 OTU at
Tocumwal trained heavy bomber aircrews.  No 8 OTU at Narromine
was an additional school for interceptor/fighter training and for
tactical reconnaissance training.29

No 1 OTU operated 24 hours a day in shifts for courses which
lasted six weeks without a break.  Operational aeroplanes were used
for all phases of training but some training caused excessive wear on
aeroplane undercarriages because they had been designed for
operational use, not the rigors of continuous training.  The much
greater amount of flying at the OTU meant a higher standard of
maintenance had to be achieved for training schedules to be met.30

At No 2 OTU new pilots faced four weeks of training on
Wirraways and a further four on Kittyhawks.  The flying was hard
and intense and many pilots failed the course (in the 33rd course at
the school it was 50 per cent).  Those who failed were sent to
perform 'staff' flying duties at other training establishments or
wherever pilots were required for non-combat flying.  Late in the
war, when the resources were available, Liberators from the heavy
bomber OTU occasionally staged raids on the area around No 2 OTU
and, in February 1945, 20 Liberators were intercepted by 17
Kittyhawks.  The course also included an eight day 'hardening'
course after which those who had passed were usually posted to
squadrons in the Pacific.31

Over the duration of the war the roles of some OTUs and some
courses changed.  When there ceased to be any requirement for dive
bombers in the RAAF No 4 OTU closed, as did No 6 OTU when the
RAAF decided not to make further significant use of torpedo

bombers.  Mosquitos joined Beaufighters in No 5 OTU as they
entered service.  Late in the war Mustang fighters started to supplant
Spitfires and Kittyhawks in the interceptor fighter OTUs.  There had
been other changes at the fighter interceptor OTUs as the roles which
those aeroplanes had in the squadrons at the battle front changed.  As
the Japanese air forces offered less resistance the emphasis went
from air fighting to ground attack training with dive bombing, low
diving and belly tank attacks.  Pilots on OTU courses were trained in
how to find targets in the jungle, flying with heavy bomb loads and
flak recognition, among other things.32

Despite the efforts of the OTUs there were still complaints that
aircrews arriving at squadrons were still not as fully prepared as they
should have been.  In 1945 there were strong complaints about the
standard of bombing and gunnery training of Liberator crews
arriving in the North-West Area.  The bombardiers had had little
practice and the quality of their abilities had also been effected by
long delays from the completion of their training until their arrival at
the squadrons.  Some bombardiers were unable to use their
computers and their 'slap-happy' techniques resulted in bomb hang-
ups, early releases and other malfunctions.  Some other new arrivals
were said to be very poorly trained and accused of having so little
experience that 'it seems improbable whether some of these
bombardiers posted off course onto B-24s have even sufficient air
sense'.33  Newly arriving air gunners were not proficient either and,
because there were no adequate training facilities in the squadrons,
their abilities declined during an operational tour.  On occasions
Liberators had been attacked by Japanese interceptors but the
gunners had failed to get any definite kills because the frontal attacks
the enemy used made ranging and tracking very difficult for
inexperienced gunners.  The only experience they got was when they
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were actually being attacked.34  The problems were made worse
because the Liberator squadrons could not spend much flying time
training because maintenance difficulties meant there were not
enough flying hours in the month to do everything they needed to
do.35

Gunnery was probably a very simple looking business but it
was a very difficult thing to do well and it needed a lot of training. 
This involved a great deal of theory as well as practice because even
simple matters like estimating the range of a target and its angle of
deflection (the distance a gunner has to aim ahead of a target so that
the bullets and the target meet) could be difficult and complex to get
right.  A course of 14 lectures on gunnery dealt with the topics of
range estimation, characteristics of machine gun fire, bullet trails,
shooting at targets traveling parallel to one's own aeroplane, shooting
at targets on different courses, the 'zone allowance' methods against
attacks from the rear, the use of tracer, the difficulties of being a
fighter pilot, relative fire power of bombers and fighter aeroplanes,
aiming during combat maneuvers and a great deal of summarizing
and revision.36

Practical gunnery was done in a number of ways.  Air to
ground gunnery could be done by shooting at any stationary target
such as sea markers or targets on firing ranges.  One way to test
firing accuracy was against marked off beach areas; after a firing
pass somebody would come out, count the number of bullet holes in
the marked off sand and then rake it over again for the next pass. 
Another common form of live firing practice was shooting at the
shadow of an aeroplane on the ground; either that of the aeroplane
firing or another aeroplane flying close by.  Air firing practice
against targets towed behind other aeroplanes was also very common
and, if a number of gunners were practicing at the same time, the

noses of each gunners bullets could be dipped in different coloured
paint so that, when the holes in the target were counted, it was
possible to assess the accuracy of each gunner.

Camera guns were a common and effective way of gunnery
training.  They could be fitted to fighters, in gun turrets or mounted
freely.  Their advantage was that the results of practice could be
played back to examine aiming and other technical problems.  An
important advantage of camera guns was that there was no danger in
using them and realistic attacks against other aeroplanes could be
carried out and assessed without danger.37

By the end of the war a number of synthetic gunnery training
methods had been developed or imported.  They enabled gunnery
practice and the analysis of results so that trainees could get more
experience and their abilities could be measured and assessed.  One
of the simplest forms of synthetic training used by the RAAF was
clay pigeon shooting which involved many of the principles of
gunnery in the air.  Attempts were made to get as many shot guns,
traps, ammunition and clay pigeons to as many squadrons,
operational bases and other establishments where gunnery was
important as possible.  In addition to being useful training it was also
a good form of recreation.38  In some places where clay pigeon
facilities were not available or instructors were countryminded,
rabbit shooting was also used as a form of gunnery practice.39

Synthetic training was a partial solution to many other training
difficulties.  The Link Trainer was a form of synthetic training for
pilots and, as the war progressed, other forms of synthetic training
became available.  In late 1944 a synthetic bombing trainer became
available for the Liberators which simulated the use of the
aeroplane's radar bombsight.  It was said to be very effective and,
perhaps more importantly, it saved the need to use flying hours to
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train bombardiers to the high standard of skill needed for such a
sophisticated technique.  Four were bought, one for the Radar School
and three for the Liberator OTU and it was estimated that they
reduced the amount of flying time needed for this kind of training by
two thirds.  At the cost of £35,000 for the four, this advantage would
quickly repay the cost.40  The RAAF also bought synthetic trainers
for Norden bomb sights and these were used in the North-West Area
from about June to allow bombardiers to practice with the sight and
associated equipment while still on the ground.41

Even though OTUs were supposed to provide aircrews ready
to go straight into operations the experience of Liberator squadrons
suggests this was not always the case.  In most cases operational
training did not stop when aircrews were at the battle front, partly
because only experience of operational flying could bring that final
edge to skill and because the changing nature of the war led to the
development of new tactics which were first learned in the
squadrons.  In the earliest days of the war Hudson aircrews had
learned the qualities of the Japanese aeroplanes opposing them first
hand and had developed tactics to counter them when possible. 
Hiding in clouds and flying between them was one, another was
flying as low as possible in terrain which would limit the enemy
aeroplanes' ability to manoeuver.42

In addition to these lessons the introduction of new equipment
such as rocket projectiles meant that squadrons had to practice the
techniques of using them properly before they could be effectively
used in combat.  At a time when Fighter OTUs were still
concentrating on air interception techniques the conditions at the
battle front meant that pilots arriving at squadrons had to learn the
techniques of fighter bomber operations on the job.  Later in the war
this process of continuing training took a further step.  When there

were sufficient properly trained pilots available the Air Force
decided that OTU trained aircrews would be sent initially to
squadrons based in Australia.  There they could gain further flying
and operational experience before graduating to units in the battle
area.43

Only part of the RAAF's training effort went into aircrew
training.  Training ground crews was just as important because if
aeroplanes did not fly properly the skills of their crews were of little
use.

The people who made up the ground staff of the RAAF were,
like their aircrew counterparts, trained technically rather than as
military personnel.  Technical ground personnel received only four
weeks general Air Force and military training in things like drill,
hygiene, service law and discipline before embarking on courses of
technical training.  They were tradesmen in uniform rather than
soldiers.  This meant, of course, that in times of emergency they did
not act as military men.  After the Darwin debacle in early 1942
Scherger said the reason that the RAAF had performed so poorly
after the first air raid was because the officers and men were trained
to be technicians, not soldiers.  Officers were not trained to lead men
and men were not trained in military practices such as marching and
shooting.44

Scherger believed the solution to this problem lay in recruiting
more men and giving them less technical training and more military
training.  But, even by the early days of the Pacific War, the RAAF
was experiencing severe shortages of skilled tradesmen to service,
maintain and repair its aeroplanes.  When it started its expansion at
the beginning of 1940 it recruited already qualified tradesmen from
the civilian work force and, for a long while, it was much easier for
the Air Force to find aircrew recruits rather than ground staff recruits
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because the aircrew recruit needed no qualifications to get into the
Air Force but ground staff recruits did.  Eventually shortages in the
numbers of recruits available forced the RAAF to set up its own
trade training organization.

Training for the airmen and airwomen who looked after the
aeroplanes and other technical RAAF equipment was not as simply
organized and straight forward as it was for aircrews.  Most trainees
would, initially undergo courses lasting from 20 to 24 weeks, though
some could be much shorter.  A radio operator could go from the
Recruit Depot to the four weeks radio operators' course at the Radio
School and then straight into a service unit.  On the other hand, one
of the longest single courses was the telegraphists course at the
Signals School which lasted for 24 weeks before the qualified
telegraphists went to a service unit.45  All other trainees went through
Schools of Technical Training where they learned the trades which
applied to their musterings.  There were courses for Wireless
Mechanics, Radio Mechanics, Trainee Technical Fitters, Instrument
Repairers, Electricians and Wireless Assistants.  From there trainees
went, depending on their mustering, direct to service units or to the
Radio School, the Armament School or the Engineering School and
then to service units.

But that was only the first stage of the training for ground
personnel.  From units they went back to the various schools for
further training in a much wider range of skills.  An Armorer could
return to the Armament School for the six week Fitter Armorer
course and return to a service unit as a Fitter Armorer.  Some
musterings followed a logical progression throughout their training. 
For example, a Fitter IIE, a tradesman fully trained in looking after
engines, started with four weeks in the Recruit Depot, followed with
12 weeks in the Trainee Technical Fitters course, then did 12 weeks

in the Flight Mechanics' Course and then went to a service unit to
gain practical experience in the trade.  Later the Flight Mechanic
returned to Engineering School to do the 12 weeks Fitter IIE course
and then returned to a service unit with that qualification and a
promotion.

Women were accepted into the Air Force through the WAAAF
when it became too difficult to find enough men to do all the work
that was needed.  Women were initially excluded from many of the
trade musterings that men occupied but, as the war progressed,
women entered more and more of them.  The restrictions on
employing women as aircrew members or being posted outside the
Australian continent meant that their opportunities for advancement
were restricted but many of them went through the same technical
training courses that men did.  By the end of the war it was more a
matter of what women did not do than what they did but there were
odd exceptions.  Women were excluded from being Link Trainer
instructors because of resistance to the idea that male aircrew trainees
would receive instruction from women.46  

Generally speaking there is not much written or remembered
about the skills that many thousands of men and women learned
through this trade training system.  This is partly because the skills
which they learned were complex and subtle ones which do not seem
to be of particular interest to most people.  The repair of an aeroplane
engine or a radio set appears to lend nothing to the greater
achievements of victory in the Pacific War and yet, in that highly
complex and technologically sophisticated struggle, these repairs
were the vital element because no serviceable engines meant no
serviceable aeroplanes and unserviceable radio sets meant that there
was no direct contact between units and operational forces.  Of
course, there was also a great deal in the skills of aircrews but the
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technical and esoteric aspects of their training are also largely
ignored.  Where is the detailed examination on the history of air
gunnery in theory and practice?  Who would read it?

Another reason for the lack of interest and appreciation of
ground staff skills is because they were technical rather than
operational.  Unless readers are well versed in the particular skills
which these people had, they cannot make much sense of the subject
or grasp the historical significance of changes which took place.  The
record of what they did and what they knew can be found in old
technical manuals and the text books that they used.  One such is R
A Beaumont's Aeronautical Engineering, A Practical Guide for
Everyone Connected with the Aircraft Industry which was published
in the early 1940s.  It had over 500 pages of basic but detailed
aeronautical information in 18 chapters covering such topics as 'The
Internal Combustion Engine', 'The Aero Engine', 'The Lubrication
System' and 'The Carburetor'.

Having made these observations, I too am forced to ignore the
detail of what was taught to ground staff and the details of what they
did - and pass on.

Training was also carried out at the highest levels of the
RAAF.  As well as training people in basic flying or trade skills or
training those who trained others, there was also training for those
who had been promoted to play more important parts in the planning
and organization of the Air Force.  Most important was the Staff
School which was established after the war began to replace the loss
of access to the RAF Staff College which had been the main source
of properly trained high level officers in the RAAF.  The lack of
trained staff officers resulted in serious inefficiency and, by 1943,
that was already 'assuming unpleasantly large proportions'.  This
could only be overcome by properly training staff officers in their

duties.47

Staff officers were a different breed from the administrative
officers who were brought into the Air Force, given a short course
and sent out to take care of the Air Force's day-to-day activities. 
Staff officers were trained in the highest levels of Air Force
operation, concentrating on issues of skilled assessment, planning,
organization and operations.  Those who entered these courses were
already experienced officers who would assume greater
responsibilities when they graduated.  Often they went on to assist
the highest officers in the Service with their newly acquired skills
and, in time, they too might become leaders of the Air Force.

Courses at the Staff School were 12 weeks long and the
syllabus was identical to that of the RAF Staff School.  The
importance of the School was shown by the standing of its directing
staff which included a commanding officer of Air rank and three
Group Captains or Wing Commanders.  The school was originally
established in Melbourne so that many of the lectures to course
members could be given by high ranking officers from RAAF
Headquarters.  Each course was to be limited to no more than 15
participants.48  By the beginning of 1944 the Staff School had moved
to Mt Martha House out of Melbourne but still readily accessible to
it.  Already the demand for places outstripped demand and the 3rd
War Staff Course had a total of 19 officers, more than the facilities
could easily cope with.49  The standard of officers who attended the
Staff School was not always very high, particularly towards the end
of the war.  Many of them lacked a wide education and very few had
a very deep knowledge of the history of war or more than adequate
English expression skills.  The teaching staff were worried about the
education standard of a number of senior officers on courses but they
just had to do the best with the students they had.50
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Almost all training dropped off severely during the closing
months of the war.  The once mammoth Empire Air Training Scheme
had ceased to exist and the RAAF absorbed its resources to feed the
need for men and materials at the battle front.  Initial flying training
had ceased by June 1945 because there were enough pilots to keep
the Air Force going for nine months without any additional intakes
or training.  A reserve pool of demobilized aircrew members was
established which could be called up in an emergency.  The

commander of No 1 (Training) Group said his training staff could
now be dispensed with as they were not sufficiently employed and
there were proposals for mothballing or disposing of training
resources.  In the final months there was also a reduction in the
resources that went into training technical and ground personnel. 
Unlike flying training it did not diminish to almost nothing, it
remained constant to keep up with 'wastage only'.51  
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